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From a modest beginning 20 years ago,
by technology professionals with a
vision to provide quality and cost
effective IT solutions worldwide;
InfoVision is today, a global IT Services
and Solutions company that covers the
full range of needs for enterprises,
from Consulting Services to Solutions.
With a primary focus on Strategic
Resources, Enterprise Applications &
Technology Solutions, InfoVision's
core practice areas include Mobility
Solutions, Business Intelligence,

Big Data Analytics, Visualization
and Collaboration, and Wireless
and IP Communication.
InfoVision has gained a reputation and
demonstrated the ability to meet
highly sophisticated technology needs
and maintained resources for big and
small clients across the telecom,
nance / banking, retail, pharmaceutical,
energy / utilities, transportation,
healthcare, insurance, manufacturing
and other industries.

INFOVISION FUNCTIONS CENTERS AMONG
DALLAS, BOSTON, TAMPA,
MOUNTAIN VIEW AND BENGALURU.

CLIENTELE
Having executed complex and volume projects on time
and within budget; InfoVision's clientele includes Fortune
1000 clients all over USA, from various verticals.
Ö InfoVision supported a global
Food Service retailer with more
than 20,000 local restaurants
serving over 30 million people in
more than 100 countries each day
(One of the world's most wellknown and valuable brands with
over $10 Billion in annual revenue)
in making pre-emptive decisions
from

the petabytes of data collected
from 1000 restaurants in 10
countries regarding business
practices, client experiences, food
menu, hygiene parameters,
employees and other related
issues.
Ö InfoVision has the competence of
establishing benchmark practices,
utilizing its expertise in Big Data
Analytics for Supply Chain and
Customer Relations for a Fortune
500 Company (A leader in
document technology and
services. With an employee
strength of 140, 000+, a global
reach of 180+ countries, $ 21+
Billion in Revenue) to gain 80%
market share, delivering spare
parts and services at very high
levels of fulllment, to ensure that
engineers and customers obtain

spares and consumables the
moment required on the same
day, with the benet of no excess
stocks and minimal inventory
carrying cost. The competence,
enabled the company to improve
revenues up to 2x, reducing
operational costs up to 30% by
improved Demand Forecast,
Automated Sourcing, and
Distribution through predictive
analytics.
Ö InfoVision helped a client develop
the concept of a Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA), one that
seamlessly integrates over 200
critical customer-service life-cycle
services covering Ordering,
Provisioning, Service Provisioning,
Service Management, and Billing.
Ö InfoVision enhanced the customer
service capabilities of one of the
largest automobile makers in the
world by seamlessly integrating
the different Product Life-cycle
Management (PLM) systems
involved in management of various
parts inventory data and

determination of a required part,
and the Enterprise Resources
Planning (ERP) systems - that
manage relationships with various
original and after-market parts
manufacturers.
Ö InfoVision assisted one of the
world's leading providers of
Computer Reservation Systems
for the airline industry in
improving various management
reporting capabilities of the
reservation system.
Ö Working with the senior IT team,
InfoVision's Specialized IT
Solutions Group developed a
Business Operations model and a
SAS Operations model to achieve
order-of-magnitude
improvements in the ability to
rapidly aggregate and redeploy
inventory in response to
anticipated demand for one of the
world's leading providers of inhome movie and game
entertainment with more than $5
billion in annual worldwide
revenues and more than 8,500

stores throughout the Americas,
Europe, Asia, and Australia.
Ö InfoVision assisted one of the
largest nancial institutions in the
world with operations in over
100 countries, automate the
entire process of bankruptcy, in
record time.
Ö Using Data extraction, Data
mining, and Business Intelligence
technologies the InfoVision team
enhanced the overall effectiveness
of the decision-process for a
Fortune 500 company - which is a
global diversied nancial services
provider offering a broad array of
credit, savings, and loan products
to customers in North America
and Europe.

Ö InfoVision assisted a NYSE
company, one of the industry
leaders in Discovery and
manufacturing of ophthalmic
pharmaceutical, surgical, and vision
care products to successfully
deploy and expand the IT
processes and capabilities related
to Phase II and Phase III trials of a
new drug for Glaucoma or ocular
hypertension.
Ö InfoVision leveraged (a) its
understanding of FDA clinical trial
process, its experience in data
acquisition, analysis process
development, data organization
and biometric analysis, and (b) its
expertise in advanced analytical
platforms such as SAS to help a
privately held pharmaceutical
company successfully complete
several post-marketing studies in
several categories of target
populations as part of phase IV.
Ö Utilizing a specialized Visual
Collaboration Software, VCollab InfoVision made it possible for
engineers of a global technology
leader and supplier to the railroad,
transit, marine and mining
industries with several billion
dollars in sales; to navigate
complex 3D images, reducing task
completion time from 2 hours to
few minutes by breaking it into
smaller segments and being able to
perform this work on Personal
Computers instead of high end
graphics workstations.

ACCOLADES
Ö 2002 - Inc. 500
Ö 2004, 2005 - MBN 100
Ö 2004, 2005 - Texas Crescent Fast 50
Ö 2001, 2004, 2005 - Dallas Top 100
Ö 2004, 2005 - Tech Titans Fast 50
Ö 2005 - Deloitte Fast 500

ALLIANCES / PARTNERSHIPS
Ö SAS Alliance Member
Ö Microsoft Certied Solutions Developer
Ö Sterling Commerce Partner
Ö Member of OWASP Consortium

DIFFERENTIATORS

600

Employees

Ongoing projects
with
Fortune

22

500
Companies

20

years of
operation,
providing costeffective & quality
IT Solutions in the US

Ö Track Record executing complex, volume projects on time and under

budget for the Fortune 500
Ö Proprietary Technologies, methodologies, tools and processes to

provide cost-effective solutions
Ö Flexible Solutions and xed price projects onsite, offsite and offshore
Ö Global Operations with operations in North America, Europe & Asia
Ö Testimonials and referrals on quality and service
Ö Highly accessible and exible executive team to promptly resolve

any issues

Business Analytics:
Ö Proven competence increasing

Revenues up to 2X, reducing
OPEX by up to 30%
Ö Data Scientists & Domain Experts

with 100+ people years'
Experience in multiple industries,
technologies & business issues
Ö Capability to develop Custom

Solutions to churn Big Data

Application Development &
Mobility Solutions:
Ö 150+ Mobile Consultants
Ö One of the Largest Mobility

Practice under One Roof
Ö Extensive competence for various

industries - in Application
Development and Mobility
Solutions (Android, iPhone, iPad,
Blackberry, HTML5)

Ö Team that works for world

renowned companies to fulll
their Application Development
and Mobility Solution needs
Ö Projects amongst several, includes

an application for a Fortune 200
Company which won more than
10 Global Awards
Strategic Resources:
Ö Team of Technology Resource

Development Managers with
150+ years of combined
experience & industry associations
to gratify explicit resource
requirements

member facilities, leveraging the
Onshore / Onsite / Offshore
delivery model, for clients that
include Fortune 1000 from various
verticals - at a competitive price
Ö Resource pool of Technology

(Data Scientists, Data Architects,
Developers, Data Quality
Analysts, iOS / HTML5 /
Blackberry / Android Developers)
and Domain Experts for multiple
industries who can be deployed on
contract or start on a project
Ö Software Development Facilities

in India to get high productivity

Ö Expertise/Competence includes

setting up top quality 350+

INFOVISION'S SERVICES
Strategic IT Stafng and B2B
Consulting Services
A team of professionals and data
scientists with diverse, extensive
portfolios and knowledge help to fuel
business objectives covering many IT
disciplines; backed by a proven
Strategic Resourcing Methodology
that evolved over a decade; further
combined with exceptional
competencies in software development
functions both in existing, and
emerging technologies. InfoVision's
Strategic Resources can be deployed

either on-site at any location
worldwide, onshore at one of the
several facilities in USA, off-shore at
the Bangalore, India facility, or any
combination thereof.

Business Intelligence
Development & Big Data
Analytics
With a resource pool of highly qualied
Data Scientists & Domain Experts
having achieved high level of academic
excellence through MS and PhD,
InfoVision's team has been able to help

some of the top companies to
reengineer and strategically position
their business intelligence and big data
to effectively meet their organization's
demand for effective decision making
business insights. InfoVision's services
cater extensively to the retail sector,
nancial sector, banking and credit
card services industry, pharmaceutical
industry, healthcare, media and
entertainment, energy and utilities,
manufacturing sector, travel and
transportation, restaurant and food
chain, telecom and semiconductor
industry.

Enterprise Application
Development Systems and
Solutions
With exceptional competencies and
expertise in specialized disciplines,
existing and emerging software
technologies, software development
functions, SDLC phases and
supporting-SDLC processes in several
industries; InfoVision consultants are
currently driving some of the most
exciting IT innovations in businesses
across all verticals. Having executed
well over one hundred projects, small
and large, worldwide, on client's
premises as well as in one of the
several facilities on-shore and offshore, InfoVision has assembled and
operated project teams involving well
over one hundred consultants,
developing multi-year commercial
solutions that address multi-billion
dollar target markets.

Technology, Enterprise
Mobility Solutions and Web
Application Development
Specialized solutions in Mobility,
Business Intelligence & Advanced
Analytics, Visualization &
Collaboration, and Wireless & IP
Communications, evidenced by the
ongoing investments in domain
specialists, centers-of-excellence,
intellectual property and industrybody afliations.

Visualization & Collaboration
Vcollab, a high performance visual
prototyping tool that leverages the
power of SGI(R) Onyx(R) systems and
OpenGL Optimizer(TM), helps users
load and study large assemblies from
any CAD system at good frame rates.
It provides users the ability to
manipulate, present, visualize and
document 3D modeling and
simulation data securely; allowing
collaboration among multiple users.
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